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Sponsors say
under-18 ban
will mar show

Up, up and away

By Amy L. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
Promoters of tonight’s concert in
Morris Dailey Auditorium are worried
that a ban on non-SJSU students under
18 may hurt ticket sales.
Ted Gehrke. faculty adviser to
the Associated Students Program
Board, said that although the board
disagrees with the president’s ruling, it
will not make any effort to change it.
"We’re walking on thin ice and
weidhave to be very careful. We appreciate (President Gail Fullenom letting
us go on with the concert,’ Gehrke
The 9 p.m. concert, which features the Rhythm Corps. Heroric Airmen and Never Say Never, will take
place as planned, Gehrke said.
Gehrke estimated concert revenues would total S3,000, although he
said did not expect the 1,000-seat auditorium to sell out.
However, Dave Yohn, KSJS’s
interim general manager and program
director, said he would like to see the
president’s office make an exception
for the concert, a benefit for the campus radio station.
"Because of the amount of publicity the station has done, we will turn
away about three hundred 14- to 18 year-olds," Yohn said. I hate to see
it degenerate into a bad situation."
Verde Alexander, director of the
A.S. Program Board - sponsor of the
concert, also expressed dismay.
"We think that it is unfair. All of
a sudden a restriction is placed In 110

reason," Alexander said.
The stipulation was issued by the
president’s office Monday, although
the concert has been scheduled for
weeks.
Early this week. Dan litierget.
executive assistant to the president,
said the age restrm in ,A as needed Ix. -

’Because of the
amount of publicity
the station has done,
we will turn away
about three hundred
14- to 18 -year-olds.’
Dave Yohn,
KSJS general manager
cause of problems at past shows in
Morris Dailey.
"The (age -restriction) ruling isn’t
going to be lifted." Buerger said yesterday. "It was one of the conditions
set when the auditorium was approved
for the concert
Before approval for the show was
granted, there was some question as to
whose insurance would cover the
show. Because the event is non-academic in nature, Fulierton’s approval
wit.% needed.
The age restriction will be a disservice to the university, said KSJS
general manger Yohn.
See CONCERT. hack page

Aerial shootout
set for the Farm
SJSU, Stanford passing attacks square off
’Lille

Maria Healy, 5, sets up a tip shot for Julie
Bray men. 7. as she attempts to find an open-

ing in the Stanford defense. The Spartans deleafed seventh -ranked Stanford on Wednes-

A Bennett

Daily staff photographer

day night to validate SJSU’s No. I ranking.
See Sports, page 4. for details of the win.

Olympians, students discuss sports stress
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
Athletes and pressure
a symbiotic relationship. Children who are
athletes, however, can sometimes add
too much pressure to their lives and the
once effective relationship becomes a
destructive one.
This was part of the discussion
held at SJSU’s University Room
Wednesday when the froshisoph football team from Independence High in
San Jose discussed the reality of train-

ing for professional athletic careers.
U.S. Olympians Ed Burke and
Mac Wilkins and SJSU sports psychologists Thomas Tutko and Bruce Ogilvie spoke with the group of about 50
athletes and their coaches.
The discussion followed a screening of the Home Box Office special
"Kids in Sports: The Price of Glory.
One of the "America Under,
cover" series, the documentary explored the lives of children who dedicate their lives to sports and give up

A.S. board looks to fill
open director positions
By Andy Bird
board, said A.S. President torn
Daily staff writer
Boothe.
The Associated Students board is
O’Grady could not be reached for
looking for a few good directors.
comment.
The vacant positions, commuThe other open position, communications and business affairs, will be nications director, has been vacant
filled in the Same manner the A.S. ap- since May. after Dale Moul resigned
points members to its program board, to become the assistant sports editor of
said Victoria Johnson, A.S. personnel the Spartan Daily.
director.
Candidates for both positions will
The board declared the business be c:.osen from applications submitted
affairs position vacant last week after to the A.S. office.
Don O’Grady missed four consecutive
After individual interviews, the
A.S. meetings.
personnel selection committee will
The A.S. constitution gives the make recommendations to the A.S.
board the power to remove a director president, she said.
The president will then conduct
after three consecutive absences.
O’Grady has not attended a meet- second interviews and submit his
ing since the start of the semester and choices to the board, Johnson said.
has made no attempt to contact the
See PERSONNEL . back ..,age

’I think it’s important
to see a larger
picture . .
Ed

Burke,

Olympic medalist
their childhoods.
Many members of the team shook
their heads in disbelief as they watched
an 11 -year-old figure skater discuss
the need to win, the need to make it.
The narrator told of the girl’s drive to
win and her competitive spirit. She
had an intense look on her face, not the

expression of a child, and expre,ed
"the need to he committed to achieve
anything in this life."
Burke. SJSU alumnus and threetime Olympic champion in the hammer throw, said he agreed with the
need to be committed to something, although he said it was not necessarily in
sports.
"At the age of 12 or 13, so many
kids will do nothing, Burke said.
"Let the wind blow them around and
veg. I think it’s important to see a
larger picture to be somebody, to
do something."
Those on the panel confirmed
See HRO, hack page

By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
Stanford and SJSU
corning off
upset victories with a combined total
of 600 passing yards - will launch another air show tomorrow in Palo Alto.
Only one school will hold South
Bay bragging rights after the two
square off tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at
Stanford Stadium.
The Spartans (I- It are coming off
a 20-13 come -From-behind victory
over Washington State, and Stanford
head coach Jack Elway isn’t taking the
Spartans lightly.
"SJSU is a vastly improved
team," Elway said. "I’m sure their
coaches are pleased with their team.
The game will be a real acid test for
us. We’ll have to play with emotion
and intensity."
Spartan head coach Claude Gilbert likewise respects the Cardinal.
"Stanford has quick -striking
power force because they have skilled
people," Gilbert said. "They can
score a lot of points."
Stanford (1-01 is led by strongarmed senior quarterback John Paye,

who threw’ for 241 yards and three
touchdowns in last week’s 31-20 upset
of Texas. Paye, an All -America candidate, led the Pac-10 in total yards
(231.6 yards per garnet and passing
(235.4 yards per game) last season.
Besides Paye. the Spartans will
have to contend with junior tailback
Brad Muster.
Muster. nicknamed "The Franchise." is a powerful. bruising runner
whose specialty is catching passes out
of the backfield. He led the Pac- 10
with 78 receptions last season despite
missing two games. Muster also finished fifth in scoring with 62 points.
Paye and Muster have yet to play
against the 1986 Spartan defense.
"We’ve assigned a guy to Muster
and a guy to Paye, and we’re going to
be using some of the ’46’ defense and
the blitz," said SJSU defensive coordinator Sam Gruneisen.
"Our goal going into Washington
State was to stop the dive and the quarterback option, and that’s what we
did," he said. "Our goal this week is
to get in John Paye’s face with as
See FOOTBALL page 4

CSSA seeks students for bargain-negotiating positions
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
The California State Student Association is in
search of energy student energy.
Volunteers are needed to present student views
for upcoming contract negotiations with the California State University system.
The CSSA, a student lobby group representing
students, will select eight students to participate in
negotiations between the CSU administration and
the physicians, employees, faculty and academic
support (counselors) union.
Selected students have the opportunity to provide input on various issues affecting the cost and
quality of higher education, said Zulkelllivak Zskaia, chairman for collective bargaining.
Students first became active in third -party bargaining through HEERA, the Higher Education Em-

ployer-Employce Relations Act, in 1979. This made
them active participants in negotiations betweei
CSU administration and various labor unions, se’
Gregory J. Wright, director of collective bargaining,
CSSA.
Each unit is a management -union bargaining
position with two students per bargaining table.
Wright said.
CSSA meets with student body presidents to
find Out what their needs are and then presents the
needs to the student bargaining representatives. The
representatives monitor the management -union negotiations. providing student input according to their
information fmm CSSA representatives.
It is the bargaining student’s job to he informed
on the issues and speak up when necessary, Wright
said.
Bargaining begins at the start of a contract and

’

goes through about 30 articles, one by one. he said.
"It is a commitment of time and effort," said
Bob Gunter, director of California State Affairs for
SJSU’s Associated Students board of directors.
Although the student representatives are not allowed to vote, Gunter said. " . . . it gives students
the chance to have an impact on determining contracts between employees and administration."
The contract negotiations begin in January and
expire in July. 1987. Wright said. The schedule is
"pretty consistent.** with the heaviest time expenditure being in April and May when hard bargaining
gets under way, he added.
Student volunteers can receive credit/internship
experience if their course of study coincides with the
position. Wright said.
See CSSA , hack page
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Editorial

Volleyball team gets due respect
Congratulations are

in order to the first No. I rated women’s volleyball team in Spartan history.
Following their victory at the Illini Tournament and Stanford’s two losses to Texas last weekend, the Spartans were voted No. 1 in a coaches’
poll Tuesday.
Barely two weeks into the season, Coach Dick
Montgomery and his team have reached a height of
success that most teams can only dream about.
Their victory over Stanford Wednesday shows
they have staying rower also.
SJSU’s success should provide a needed boost
to the "other" teams that often get crowded out by
football and basketball in the athletic department.
Hopefully the athletes in these other sports will
begin to get greater recognition.
For some reason, mentioning SJSU in relation

to athletics always garners an "oh, THAT school"
response. Hopefully the attention being paid to the
volleyball team will generate a positive reaction to
SJSU in general.
Certainly the volleyball team’s winning ways
will make Montgomery’s recruiting chores a bit
easier, especially if the Spartans maintain their
domination of other teams and win the national
championship. That is a long way off, however,
and many exciting games are ahead before anyone
can begin thinking of a national championship.
In the meantime, plan on getting to the gym
early on game nights, because there is sure to be a
crowd, eager to see if the Spartans can become the
first volleyball team at SJSU to hold the coveted
NCAA title.
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Good luck and continued success

State’s water and politics don’t mix
Like the vaguely worded and reckless Proposition 13
before it, this year’s Proposition 65 is an example of what
extreme actions citizens can feel driven to take in order to
make government do its job.
The "Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act
of 1986’’ is imperfect at hest and dangerous at worst.
But something must he done to ensure better protection
of the environment. Proposition 65 is our best hope. considering how the governor and the legislature have played irresponsible games with our precious and fragile heritage.
The initiative proposes the governor must publish a list
of all the chemicals known to cause cancer or birth defects,
businesses that employ more than It) workers must warn citizens when these chemicals are found at "unsafe levels"
and that these businesses must not discharge the listed
’chemicals into sources of drinking water.
1
It also proposes citizens may sue alleged violators if
’the governiteat does not act within 60 days of notification.
The citizen would receive 25 percent of the fine from the
suit. Fines would be substantially increased and prison
terms required in cases involving great harm or death.
Opponents include Gov. George Deukmejian, U. S.
Rep. Ed Zschau, Rims Altos and Leo Himmelsbach, Santa
Clara County district attorney and the Chevron Corp.
They claim the law would be expensive if not impossible to enforce. They say it could force farmers to stop irrigating their fields and could bankrupt the electronics industry and thereby severely damage the state’s economy.
Opponents say current laws provide enough protection. They object to the exemption of publicly -owned nuclear power plants, cities, the military and county landfills.
Supporters include Sen. Alan Cranston, Los Angeles
Mayor Thomas Bradley, the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors and the Yes on 65! Committee, a coalition of
public health officials and business, environmental, health
and labor leaders.
Proponents say existing laws are weak. They say a new
law is needed to identify hazards, to require warnings and to
create stronger enforcement policies.
They point out that California has 34 sites on the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s final Superfund list and
that 27 additional sites have been proposed.
Supporters say they do not trust businesses to police
themselves nor the Deukmejian administration to enforce
current laws.
There is truth in arguments of both sides.
But what cannot be ignored is the fact the governor and
legislature
have been unable to agree on a comprehenthe
sive environmental protection program.

11,1b5TICE

E. C.
Walters
In 1985. the Assembly defeated Deukmejian’s reorga
nization plan, charging the plan diluted existing law for the
benefit of oil, electronics and agricultural interests. Last
February, the legislature rejected Deukmejian’s revised reorganization plan. He then vetoed its alternative plan.
Both sides are locked in a stubborn struggle of "if I
can’t win, you must lose." ’
Of course, the real losers in this irresponsible game are
the citizens of this state. They can do little, other than support this proposition to halt the spread of deadly chemicals
into the ecosystem on which their lives depend.
Even the development of and response to this proposition has been politicized. The measure was written by supporters of Democratic gubernatorial candidate Tom Bradley. The Bradley campaign stresses Deukmejian’s
ineffective record on environmental issues and charges the
governor with helping businesses which contribute to his
campaign to avoid penalties for breaking pollution laws.
Deukmejian’s campaign charges Bradley, in desperation, has created a problem which doesn’t exist.
The time for charges and countercharges has run out. It
is time for those we elected to govern this state to assume
the responsibilities that are theirs.
A vote against Prop. 65 can easily be interpreted by
politicians as a message to continue business as usual.
Vote yes on Proposition 65. Send the message that safe
drinking water and enforcement of chemical control laws
are a priority for citizens of this state.
Having done that, go home and write to your assemblyman, state senator and governor
Tell them to modify the new law so that citizen whistleblowers would win only 5 percent of the fine in successful cases and the remainder would go to a district attorney
fund for prosecuting environmental cases. Urge them to include in the law those entities that the proposition excludes.
Encourage them to work with farmers so that it will be possible for them to continue to do business in this state.
Tell them that politics must stop at the water’s edge.
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Letters to the Editor
Columnist needs to lose biases
Editor,
Your assistant news editor, Stew Hintz, seems to display a distinct lack of critical thinking. In his Sept. 9,
"Amerika" column, ("You wanna what?"), Hintz continues the Reagan administration rhetoric of painting all Soviet-U.S. issues in tones of demonic black and pure innocent white.
Hintz immediately assumes Nicholas Daniloff is
" . . an innocent American," falsely accused of spying.
On the other hand. Hintz immediately assumes Soviet diplomat Gennadi Zakharov is " . . . one of their spies."
Does Hintz really believe that only the U.S.S.R. uses spies?
Is it so hard to believe that maybe, just maybe. Daraloff
isn’t so innocent? Does Hintz believe everything the State
Department tells us? All of my training and education in
journalism has taught me to question all accusations. I
wouldn’t be surprised if Zakharov is a spy for the Soviets. I
also wouldn’t be surprised if Daniloff was doing a little spying for good ol’ Uncle Sam. Believe it or not, Stew, both
sides do it!
Hintz also spends several paragraphs talking about the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan as the prime example of
" . . the malignant tumor of Soviet aggression." Using
his own logic, the U.S. invasions of Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Grenada, and the Dominican Republic (as well as
our active backing of the slaughters in Chile and Central
America) must surely brand our own version of aggression
as something more than just a benign cyst.
I know the fraternity world of many college students
today rewards acceptance of the norm and penalizes truly
independent thought and behavior. Still, I think that if Hintz
wants to pursue journalism as a career beyond his years at
SJSU, he better leave his blind biases and prejudices parked
off-campus and start questioning things a little more.
Neal Prey
Los Gatos

Outspoken claims ideas being stolen
Editor,
I’m writing in response to something I received recently in the mail from Pi Sigma Alpha, specifically their
subgroup the Political Union.
As I read the union’s newsletter, I had a strange feeling
that I’d read it before. Then I realized why. The second paragraph, stating the purpose of the union, was words and
concepts stolen almost verbatim from the purpose of my organization, Outspoken. Paragraph two stated "the union’s
purpose is to increase student participation in politics of the
campus, city and yes, the world. The union encourages students to actively debate today’s issues."
Outspoken stated these goals in the spring of ’85 like
this: "Outspoken’s purpose is to provide information to
help SJSU students reach more intelligently informed opinions and to increase their political participation through
heightened political awareness. And to encourage and
inspire useful debate on salient issues of today."
The letter that accompanied the newsletter was written
by Martha Boyd, president of Pi Sigma Alpha. She described "debates that promote discussion among students
on controversial subjects. The Political Union will generate
a newsletter that will give insights about politics, eventually
becoming a magazine." Outspoken is a p.itical newsmagazine that has been promoted over the last year on radio
and TV as an "effective tool against political distortion."
On Sept. 8, I spoke to Martha Boyd by telephone. I
told her my organization was furious with hers for copying
our platform practically verbatim. She assured me they
hadn’t stolen anything. She told me they had never seen
Outspoken’s constitution but that is irrelevant since our
platform appears in student organization handbook put out
by student services and is available to all students.
When we realized they were not only given access to
complete student mailing lists, the right to mail out their direct mailings in official department envelopes and the postage paid by the department and were mailing out infonnaton
stating our goals as theirs, we were furious!
We want it known that this was not Pi Sigma Alpha’s
idea, it originated in Outspoken. Ms. Boyd pointed out to
me that the idea first appeared in the 1960s. Well Ms.
Boyd, we’re not talking abut the 1960s. we’re talking about
the 1980’s, specifically Outspoken and the Political Union
and between the two, Outspoken came first!
Outspoken doesn’t have a department to finance our
direct mailings, nor do we have a honor society to pick up
the costs of publishing our magazine. All our costs have had
to come from our members.
Alpha gets these privileges because they are an honor
society. Outspoken feels this is grossly unfair.
Marlene Blithe Codwin
Senior
Pont ica I science
President and founder
OUTSPOKEN

Amerika
Stew
Hintz
You missed
approval of William H. Rehnquist as the nation’s 16th chief justice may prove to be a deThe
leat few liberals are able to ignore.
Although-he was confirmed by the slimmest margin in history, the fact that he received almost twice as
many yes votes as no votes demonstrates the ineffectiveness of the liberals who attempt to deny his confirmation.
The attempt to keep Rehnquist from the highest
position on the court was somewhat symbolic since he
was already an associate justice.
The impact of overturning one of President Ronald Reagan’s appointments would have more of an effect on the president and his conservative agenda than
it would on justice and the Supreme Court.
Most of the liberal element will deny the true motivation behind opposing the nomination, but it becomes quite clear what effect the blocking of a major
presidential nomination would have.
Liberals need a major coup to regain their influence and it would have been a major setback for the
"Reagan Revolution" and the conservatives’ campaign to retain control of the Senate had the nomination been overturned.
It may be presumptuous to assume the liberal
threat facing the president is over, but it has lost its
steam for the moment.
Judging from the media, one would assume the
fight in the Senate to deny Rehnquist was one of epic
proportions.
The Davids of the left against the Goliaths of the
right in a battle for truth, justice . . .
Taking it all in, one could just imagine the media
licking its chops at every disclosure of Rehnquist’s
past and falling all over itself to report to the nation the
rotten deeds done by this conservative stooge.
But, looking at the vote. one begins to see that
the nomination was hardly in danger of being overturned and all the negative sentiment surrounding the
man has been manufactured by his detractors and
greedily consumed by the media,
For crying out loud, only two of 53 Republicans
dissented and 16 of the Senate’s 47 Democrats supported the nomination.
Rehnquist is no more of a threat to the Constitution than any of his predecessors, and the smear campaign to discredit him was an example of muckraking
politics at its worst.
In a bnef aside, it’s somewhat humorous to note
that the man calling the loudest for Rehnquist’s denial
was the honorable Ted Kennedy.
It seems that the champion of Chappaquiddick
has called Rehnquist’s record into question and has
criticized him for not being able to remember his actions.
How quickly they forget.
There is a wave of conservative thought in the nation and Rehnquist’s nomination is a product of that
wave.
The attack on his nomination can be viewed as a
tactical maneuver to stem the conservative tide, albeit
a desperate one.
Having failed to repulse the president once again,
the liberal movement may have to reassess its impact
on this nation’s political system in the future.
The liberal movement can only last so long attacking what the president and conservatives do. Its
only hope is to develop a strategy from which to
launch its tactical assults.
Now that the carnival atmosphere surrounding
the nomination is ended, the Supreme Court can go
about its business of interpreting the Constitution.
And lest anyone forget. Antonin Scalia was approved overwhelmingly. He is a conservative.
The liberals’ loss may be only psychological, but
it has demonstrated their desperation to advance their
agenda against a growing sentiment of conservatism in
America.
Stew Hintz is the assistant news editor. Amerika appears every Friday.
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Minnie Mouse
is goosed at park
ANAHEIM (Al’)
A Minnie
Mouse character greeting visitors
on the site of Disneyland’s nighttime disco was allegedly groped by
a young man who was later arrested
on the park’s Main Street U.S.A.,
police said yesterday.
Anaheim police arrested Lee
Jack Eric Jacques, 21. of Redondo
1

_

11) CaParithe C
Beach following the incident
Wednesday afternoon in the open
Videopolis area of the park, used in
the evenings as a disco.
Jacques originally was booked
for investigation of sexual battery.
But police Lt. Bill Wright said

Thursday afternoon that the felony
charge would not be filed, and police were consulting with the city
attorney’s office about possible
misdemeanor charges.
Jacques remained in custody
Thursday afternoon while police
decided which charges would be
filed , Wright said.
Wright said Jacques, who had
come to the park with several
friends, approached a female park
employee who was clad in a Minnie
Mouse costume.
Jacques was seized on Main
Street by a security guard after he
allegedly grabbed and groped for
the character. The employee was
not harmed.
Characters at Disneyland such
as Minnie and Mickey Mouse,
Pluto, Goofy and Donald Duck circulate throughout the park, greeting
guests and delighting children.
Vulnerable and often hampered by costumes, the actors are
under strict orders to remain silent
and in character.
"Unfortunately, guests will
sometimes get a little rough with
some of our characters," said Disneyland spokeswoman Sydne Huwaidi. She said the Videopolis section was not being used as a disco
when the incident took place and
was an open area that park visitors
walk through.

Bogus letter causes
confusion in House
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Virtually every day one member or another of the House of Representatives
sends out letters seeking support for
a position or a bill which are
dubbed collectively "Dear Colleagues."
One such letter, which stood out
from the rest, circulated to congressio-
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Bombings put Paris on alert
PARIS (Al’) -- A bomb tossed trom d BMW
demolished a budget clothing store on the Left
Bank. killing five people and injuring 52 in the fifth
terrorist attack in Paris in 10 days, officials said.
In another attack involving a French national,
the French military attache in Lebanon was assassinated by gunmen today as he drove to work at his
country’s Beirut embassy.
There was no immediate claim of responsibility
in the slaying of Col. Christian Goutiere, and no immediate indication that it was linked to the recent
wave of bombings in Paris, four of which have been
claimed by Middle Eastern groups.
Wednesday’s bombing in the Montparnasse
district of Paris was the bloodiest since the recent
wave of terrorism hit the French capital Sept. 8.
"Ills an incredible sight, many women, children, blood everywhere," said a witness who refused to give his name.
The most seriously wounded were treated on
the sidewalk in front of Tati, one of a chain of low-

priced clothing and mercantile stores frequented by
North Africans and other immigrant workers in
France.
Police cleared a plaza. the Place du 18 Juin,
and used it as a helicopter landing pad to evacuate
those with the gravest injuries.
"It was horrible," said another witness. "A
young woman, her legs cut, had half of her face torn
off. All you could see was bleeding bodies,’’
Windows were blown out at several businesses.
The sidewalk in front of the stoie-Wiii cWVered with
glass, debris and bleeding victims, many crying out
for help.
Premier Jacques Chirac called an emergency
meeting of his top security ministers immediately
after the 5:25 p.m. attack.
The bomb was hurled from a black BMW carrying two mustachioed men, one of whom rolled
down the window and tossed the charge at the store
on the rue de Rennes. said Laurent Davenas, an assistant state prosecutor.
Eighteen of the 52 people injured were said to

be in serious or very twalttUS
There was no immediate claim of responsibility
tor the attack.
Three people were killed and more than 100 injured in the four previous bombings, which hit a city
hall post office, a cafeteria in suburban La Defense,
the Pub Renault on the Champs-Elysets Avenue and
police headquarters in central Paris.
Groups calling themselves the Committee for
Solidarity with Arab and Middle East Political Prisoners and the Partisans of Right and Freedom have
issued conflicting claims of responsibility for the
earlier bombings and threatened new attacks unless
Georges Ibrahim Abdal IA and two other jailed Middle Easterners are freed.
Abdallah, the suspected leader of a group
called the Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Factions,
is serving a four-year prison term for possession of
arms and false papers.
He also is charged with complicity in the murders of an American and an Israeli diplomat in Paris.

U.S. wastes funds, accountants show
WASHINGTON (Al’)
Defense contractors are still overcharging
the Pentagon by millions of dollars a
year despite stepped-up auditing, the
General Accounting Office and Pentagon auditors agreed yesterday.
The waste arises because contractors are not providing enough information to the Defense Department in
cases where non-competitive contracts
are awarded, the two agencies told a
House subcommittee.
In a review of 19 contracts
awarded between 1982 and 1986, "we
found problems in all 19 contractors,"
said a report by the General Accounting Office, the congressional investigative agency.
The GAO report was buttressed
by William Reed, director of the Defense Contract Audit Agency, which
reviews many of the millions of contracts awarded to be sure the government is being fairly treated.
The Reagan administration, as
pan of its Pentagon spending build up,
has increased the number of audits to
try to catch contractors that cheat the
government.

nal offices last week on the letterhead
of Rep. Robert Dornan, R -Calif.
In it, Dornan was represented as
appealing for help in securing passage
of a resolution designating a "National
Make Fun of Congress Week," something which is said to happen from
time to time hut not generally advocated by sitting members of the House.
"Constituents do it; the media
does it; even my mother does it; and
now you can too," the letter opened.
"Congressmen do funny things. It’s
time they got the recognition they have
earned."
The missive declared there were
ample reasons for creating such a
WASHINGTON (Al’) A surmake-fun week: Such as members of
Congress who make long speeches to a vey taken while the Reagan adminislarge and completely empty room; tration was deciding whether to reChallenger
members who call their most bitter place the space.. shuttle
enemies "esteemed" and "distin- showed overwhelming public support
vehicle.
guished" and "honorable"; those who for building the $2.5 billion
wear dark conservative business suits
Despite the risks associated with
while trying to cultivate a populist manned flight, 89 percent of those
image.
questioned thought shuttle flights
"It’s time we all had a good should be resumed. Eighty-five perlaugh at our own expense," the letter cent thought the United States should
said.
replace the Challenger.
But wait.
Only 13 percent of 1,200 people
Other congressional offices began
calling Dornan’s office asking about interviewed in the telephone survey
approved the statement that "we
the let’s-make -fun -of-ourselves letter.
"What letter?" Doman staff should not continue the manned space
members inquired, and started an in- flight program" while 22 percent approved flights with astronauts only
vestigation.
The letter, Doman Spokesman "when it is absolutely necessary." but
Paul Morell said, was bogus, a fake, a never flights with civilians.
fraud, a hoax, a put-on.
"We are finding the American
Told that a copy had arrived just
strongly in support of the space
two minutes earlier in the office of public
program," said Robert Reisner, vice
Rep. Richard Armey, R -Texas. Morof Market Opinion Research.
rell gave chase and found a Harvard president
did the study in early August.
University student delivering the lets - which
results were compared with a simmake-fun-of-Congress letters in the The
ilar survey in the weeks before the
Longworth House Office Building.
explosion in January.
Morrel said the letter writer, a Challenger
Since the accident, which killed
Washington. D.C. resident, claimed
and two passengers,
the stunt was "only a joke, nothing five astronauts
there has been a 7 percent increase in
more."

Pentagon found to be overcharged
But during fiscal 1985, Reedsaid.
"one of of every two contractors selected for Defense Contract Audit
Agency audit were found to be defective."
Reed and the GAO testifed before
the House Government Operations national security subcommittee, one of
the many congressional panels investigating waste in the Defense Department.
The hearing involved the 1962
Truth-in-Negotiations Act, which requires contractors to furnish all relevant pricing information to government agencies in cases where noncompetitive contracts are awarded.
The Reagan administration has
pushed for an increase in competition
among defense contractors in the face
of criticism that money is being wasted
on sole-source contracts. When the
Pentagon buys an entire weapon from
a single company, the contractor supplies information to support the contract figures

Survey shows support
to replace Challenger
support for space prograins, he said.
Sixty percent of Americans, the
survey found, said the government
"should spend whatever is necessary
to maintain U.S. leadership in space,"
while 27 percent disagree. And 71 percent feel that the space program should
be continued to stay ahead of the Soviets, the Japanese and others.
The survey was commissioned by
Rockwell International, which builds
the space shuttles. Don O’Neal, a
company spokesman, said the firm
sought the data to make marketing decisions because "we felt that there was
stronger support for the space program
than was reported in the news media.
Asked whether
honest agency, 58
while 36 percent did
cent thought NASA
past glories."

James P. Wade, assmant secretary of defense for logistics. defended
the Pentagon’s oversight 0) contractors. He told the subcommittee that the
Pentagon "has properly implemented" the 1962 law and is "constantly on the alert for ways" to save
money.
But Rep. Jack Brooks, 1)-Texas,
chairman of the subcommittee. criticized what he said they are "widespread and costly violations" of the
1962 law.
"Since a large number ()I’ Pentagon contracts arc awarded without
competition." Brooks said, "contract
prices must be based on cost and price
estimates. By giving the government
the right to equal knowledge of all
facts affecting contract prices. Congress sought to ensure reasonable
prices in negotiated contracts."
Frank Conahan, head of GAO’s
national security branch, told the subcommittee that the GAO review of the
19 contractors showed that "prices

may be oserstated by as much as $14
million because contractors did not
disclose pertinent pricing information" to Pentagon contract reviewers.
Pentagon "contracting officers
were not always provided pertinent
and timely cost or pricing data," Conahan said. "In fact, we found many
cases where contractors had more accurate, complete and current data that
indicated lower prices than those proposed to the government."
If those Pentagon officials "had
the data, we believe they would have
had a sound basis for negotiating lower
contract prices," he said.
Reed said his audit group has increased its review of contractors in response to congressional complaints
that contractors needed closer scrutiny.
In fiscal 1985, the last full year,
Reed said, the Pentagon issued about
100,000 contracts worth more than
$100,000 each.
When Pentagon auditors challenge a contract, Reed noted, that
starts a lengthy review process.

Government tests acid
LAS VEGAS (API The
Department of Energy conducted
the fifth in a series of hydrofluoric
acid spills at the Nevada Test Site
yesterday in an effort to learn more
about how to control the effects of
such spills.
DOE spokesman Jim Boyer
said the spill was conducted without incident at Frenchman Flat. a
desert area 75 miles northwest of
Las Vegas where atmospheric nulcear tests were conducted in the
1950s.
Yesterday’s test was the fifth
of six to be conducted for Amoco
Oil Co. The company is paying the
DOE $2 million to conduct the

NASA was an
percent agreed
not. And 44 perwas "living on

There also was substantial question in the public mind of whether
NASA was concerned with safety
above all else. Fifty-six percent
thought the agency was, but 41 percent
said no.
The research firm said the results
of the poll would be accurate within
2.8 percent in 95 percent of the data.

tests.
The test involved a controlled
IS -minute spill of 500 gallons of
anhydrous hydrofluoric acid, a
clear, colorless liquid used in a variety of chemical processes.
The test is designedito chart
the movement of vapors resulting
from such spills and determine
ways of coping with them.
Data is collected by remotely operated instruments.
The spill facility is available
for testing by agencies involved in
the use or transport of hazardous
fluids.
The first spill was conducted
Aug. I.

The Burger House
’Featuring the Best Old
Fashion Hamburgers & Homemade Fries
in San Jose."
OPEN Mon -Fri 11AM-Midnight
Sat-Sun 4PM-Msdnight
Fot Orders To Go Call 292-2882
388 E. Santa Clara (at 8th St.)
San Jose, CA 95113
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How to enrich your education by $1,000 a month
If you’re a math, engineering or physical
sciences major, you could be earning $1.000 0
month during your Junior and senior years
That 825,000 by graduation
This excellent opportunity is part of the
Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program It’s one of the most prestigious
ways of entenng the nuclear field and
rewarding. too You get a 83.0011 bonus upon
entrance into the program, and 81.018) more
when you complete your Naval studies
You also receive a year of paid graduatelevel training that’s the most comprehensive
in the world And you’ll acquire expertise
with state-of-the-art nuclear reactor anti
propulsion plant technology

As Navy officer, you’ll get responsibility
and recognition early on Your high-level
experience and credentials will help make
you a leader in one of the world’s fastest
growing industries
In addition to the professional advan.
tages. nuclear-trained officers; get an
unbeatable benefits package, travel
opportunities. planned promotions, and a
solid salary that can reach as much as
844.000 after five years
Find out more about the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate Program, and
make your education start paying off today

Sign up for Interviews at Career Development Center or call (415)452-2900

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST
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SJSU spikes Cardinal
Nation’s top team rallies to defeat Stanford

John Duus

Daily start photographer

SJSU’s Julie Bray men dives to keep the ball in play during the Spartans’ comeback win over Stanford

Its Karin Small
Daily matt writer
Lisa Ice led the No. I -ranked SJSU volleyball team
to a come -from -behind victory over No. 7 Stanford before a record crowd of 1,452 Wednesday night at the
Spartan Gym.
The Spartans (5-0) scored their first victory over the
Cardinal (2-3) since 1979 by scores of 14-16, 15-10, 1 I 15, 15-11 and 15-9.
Ice had 31 kills, one off the school record set in
1983 by Linda Fournet. Ice’s hitting percentage was
.450, and the 6-foot -2 -inch senior had 24 digs, second
only to teammate Christa Cook, who had 28.
Cook, Shawna Dibiaso and Barbara Higgins each
had 14 kills to aid in the victory, and setter Danielle
Spier had 66 assists and five service aces to lead the
match.
The partisan crowd rocked the gym, stomping its
feet and cheering the team on. as the Spartans struggled
early in the match.
Stanford’s two key players, Nancy Reno and Wendi
Rush. suffering from ankle injuries earlier in the week,
both took the court against SJSU, and the Cardinal’s
slower-paced game upset the Spartans’ rhythm.
Adjusting to Stanford’s tactic of hitting the ball
high and slow, SJSU came back to tie the match at two
games apiece, then pulled away from a dispirited Cardinal squad to win the match.
Barbra Fontana had 24 kills and 21 digs for Stanford, but it was not enough, and the team that was
ranked No. I on Sept. 9 has now lost three straight
matches.
Tired but elated after the match, SJSU coach Dick
Montgomery expressed pleasure at his team’s refusal to
let the match slip away.
"I am very happy, naturally, to beat Stanford.
Every time we played them in the past, we crumbled at
the end of the match, and this time Stanford cracked,"
Montgomery said. "They are by far the best team we’ve

faced this year, and this was a great learning experience
as well as a confidence builder.’’.
Montgomery also spotted some weaknesses in his
team’s play against the Cardinal.
We play one tempo, and that’s it. Stanford pulled
us out of our offense by slowing down the tempo and hitting their balls high, which hurt us a little," Montgomery said. "The game has to he going our way, that is at
our tempo, for us to win.
"Luckily we got it together in the fifth game. ’
With the match coming down to the final game and
the crowd roaring its support, the Spartans took the court
with determination. Montgomery sensed his team
needed a boost.
"I tried to exude confidence, because I knew that a
lot of the players’ attention was turned towards the
bench," Montgomery said. "I didn’t want to appear
down at all. Everyone is going to play good volleyball
against us, just like Stanford, and we have to be ready.
"Thank goodness for Lisa Ice, though. She really
saved us tonight."
Ice had two convincing kills, on the final point of
the last two games, to pull the Spartans through.
"I’m elated, of course, because we heat Stanford..
Ice said. "I think our conditioning had a lot to do with it,
because we were still pretty strong near the end.
"There were no letdowns, and once we got ahead
in the fifth game, there was no way we were going to
give up."
Ice’s teammates said they were equally pleased
with the victory. Danielle Spier said the fact that the
team hadn’t given up was the most satisfying aspect of
the win.
"I’m speechless," Spier said. "We hung in there
so tough, it was great. It was the first time we’d ever
come back against Stanford to win, and we did it even
though we missed a lot of digs and balls we shouldn’t
have let get by.
"II was just a great win ’

Spartans travel to Palo Alto trying for second straight victory
FOOTBALL. from page I
many stunts, blitzes and pass rush
techniques as we can."
One of the key matchups for the
Spartan defense is cornerback K.C.
Clark on Cardinal receiver Jeff James.
James has to be considered a threat
after his strong performance against
Texas.
James was named the Pac-10
Player of the Week after amassing
three touchdowns and 177 yards
against the Longhorns.
Clark, too, had quite a game last
week. His 49-yard interception run
helped turn the momentum in the
Washington State game.
The Cardinal defense isn’t underestimating the Spartan offense, either.
’Thy Wye an outstanding offensive line,’ Etway said. "We’ve got to

realize that their offense can make us
Spartans on the Air
look bad."
KSJS (90.7 FM) Air time:
Spartan quarterback Mike Perez
dissected the Washington State de- 1:15 p.m. Saturday.
KCBS (740 AM) Air time:
fense for 356 yards last week.
Perez has now thrown for 592 12:07 p.m. Game time: 1:30 p.m.
KNTV (Ch. 11) San Jose
yards in two games, which is nearly
half the total yards gained by SJSU State Football Highlights. 4:30 p.m.
Sunday.
quarterbacks last season.
Spartan receivers Lalo Malauulu
and Guy I.iggins also excelled last Saxon said. "The running game is
week. Liggins caught seven catches going to be important."
for 114 yards. and Malauulu caught
"We’ve got to be able to run
eight passes for 102 yards.
some," Gilbert said. "We just can’t
Fullback James Saxon also con- rely on the forward pass. We’re going
tributed with six receptions for 86 to have to control the hall and keep
yards. Saxon and Gilbert said they their defense honest."
would like to see the Spartans control
Another key to the game is
the ball with the run.
whether Stanford can get to Perez,
"We want to control the RN be- who has
sacked yet. this_seaI I
cause we want to control the game." son.

The Cardinal defense allowed an
average of 28.5 points and 387.1 yards
a game last season.
However, this season it has five
seniors starting, including a healthy
Daye Wyman at inside linebacker.
Wyman missed the 1985 campaign with a severe knee injury. He led
the Cardinal in tackles with 144 in
1983 and 128 in 1984.
"Stanford’s defense is vastly improved," Gilbert said. "They have
more speed in their secondary, and
their linebacker crew is the best I’ve
seen them have.**
The Spartan field goal unit was a
trouble spot last week. Place-kicker
Sergio (Alvarez had two field goal attempts blocked.
’We’ve beeirshabby, but I think
correcrit,"tiltert said. "We

Soccer team blows lead in OT loss to Hayward
By I.en (.ulnlan
Daily stair writer
The Spartan soccer team blew a
2-0 second -half lead against Hayward
State Wednesday afternoon at Hayward, losing the game, 3-2, in overtime.
The Spartans (1-2-2) are now
winless in their last four games since
beating Western Washington, 5-0. on
Sept. 5.
"We were ahead 2-0, and we
gave up three goals in the second half.
You can’t do that and win any
games." Spartan coach Julie Menendez said. "It was just a letdown. We
shouldn’t have lost it, but we did and it
was our own fault.’’
The game -winning goal came
near the end of the first half of overtime. when Pioneer forward Sung Jae
Shin delivered a shot past Spartan
goalkeeper Joe Gangale.
"They the Spartans) stretched
out their team too much and gave us
some space in the middle to work
with," Pioneer coach Colin Lindores
said.
The Spartan defense broke down
midway through the second half of the
contest, enabling the Pioneers to tie
the game up and eventually win it.
The Pioneers’ other two goals,
were scored by forward Dan Orcutt at
the 58:35 mark and fullback Colin
Spence at the 66-minute mark.
"We have problems getting rid of
the hall at times, and when we do, we
do it in an erratic way," Menendez
said. "We lost some in the midfield
too in the last part of that second
half."
Getting rid of the ball is the job of
the fullbacks. Spartan forward and cocaptain Scott Chase had sonic harsh
words about the Spartan outside fullbacks, Pat Rashe and Larry Norris.
"They’re
stabbing.
They’re
lumping in, getting too many yellow
cards, fouling too much and they’re
losing the hall," Chase explained. "If
you lose the hall upfield it’s one thing.

’We just can’t make
mistakes like we’ve
been doing all year.
It’s happened every
game.’ _Joe Gangale,
SJSU goalkeeper
you’re taking chances and you don’t
get hurt, but if you lose the hall back
there (the backfield) it’s one dribble
and a shot and a goal. All of a sudden
you’re down 1-0, or it’s tied 2-2 like
today."
Spartan midfielder John Paul
Vandersluys also said that Norris and
Rashe were stabbing.
"They (the other team’s offense)
make the fakes hack and forth, and
Larry and Pat stab at the ball. If you
calm down and let the offense do those
things, they end tip making a mistake,

giving the hall to us or Joe (Gang ale I." Vandersluys said.
Gangale said the defense has been
making the same mistakes in the last
four games, and it cost the Spartans.
"We just can’t make mistakes
like we’ve been doing all year,"
Gangale said. "It’s happened every
game.
"Mental mistakes will kill a
team, and it’s doing it to us right
now."
The Spartans’ problems do not lie
entirely on the defense. The offense is
not producing as much as they should
also, as evidenced by the lack of scoring by last season’s leading scorer,
Chase.
"1 know I should be scoring and
I’m not," Chase said.
Chase has only three goals in five
games, one of which was a penalty
kick against Western Washington.
Forward Allen Picchi has also
slowed down after his quick start,
scoring five goals in the first two

WHY?
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games, hut none since then.
One of the few bright spots in the
game for the Spartans was the work by
their bench. Both SJSU goals were by
players who came off the bench to start
the second half.
Midfielder Alan Kate scored the
first goal of the game just 4:48 into the
second half with an assist from forward Matt Lord, to put the Spartans up
1-0.
Just 3:20 later. Lord connected on
a pass from Kute after a rebound in
front of the goal box.
"We were just maybe a little
more fresh, and they were maybe a
little tired," Kate said.
The Spartans next game is Sunday at 2 p.m. against the Fullerton
State Titans at Spartan Stadium.
"I think the biggest thing right
now is to get mentally ready to play
again," Menendez said.
Gangale said the Spartans would
still be in good shape if they beat the
Titans.
"Sunday’s game is a league
game. If we win we’re back on track."
The Spartans are 0-1 in the PCAA
after Sunday’s loss to UNIV.

rcIVIng

haven’t missed any blocks. The timing
has just been off.
A crowd of 65.000 to 75,000 is
expected at Stanford Stadium.
Stanford leads the series 34-7-1

and destroyed SJSU, 41-7, last season.
The most recent Spartan victory was in
1984, when the team won, 28-27.
SJSU also beat the Cardinal, 28-6, in
1981.
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Spartans’ Weekend
CROSS COUNTRY: Fresno Invitational, Fresno, Saturday.
FIELD HOCKEY: Chico State.
Chico, Saturday, 2 p.m.
FOOTBALL: Stanford, Palo
Alto, Saturday, 1:30 p.m.
SOCCER: Fullerton State, Spartan Stadium, Sunday, 2 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL:
Oklahoma,
Spartan Gym, Friday and Saturday,
7:30 p.m.
WOMEN’S GOLF: Oklahoma,
Oklahoma City, Friday thru Sunday.
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SAT. 20th NOON -1 AM
DANCE TO LIVE MUSIC
SUN. 215t NOON -11 PM
BAVARIAN FOLK DANCING
Sunday Night Only
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SAN JOSE
780 Coleman Ave

294-4779
LOS GATOS

261 N. Second Street, San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 295-4484

Trade In Your Old,
Tired, Back Packs,
Duffles, Tote Bags,
and Save. . .
An Extra 10% OFF
At The Register On....
ACflON

’ ONE TRADE KR SALE ITEM
DOFSNOT ARTA, TO SIT4CIA1 MARKDOWNS

59 No Santa Cruz Ave

354-6444

Wel
LUGGAGE
CENTER

CALIFORNiA $ I DISCOUNTER OF FIRST OuALITT LuOGAITIE AND TRAVEL ACCESSORIES. ’
Other locations in San Francisco, Redwood City. BunIngams. San Lorenzo, San Rafael. Pleesent MIT Berkeley & Fresno
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Spartaguide

Dry Toast

The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society and
the
English Graduate Group will hold d "Romp and Rememberance Cheap BBQ Party" at noon today at the Seventh
Street barbecue pits. Call Allison Heisch at 277-2856 or the
English Department at 277-2817 for information.

Yesterdaily

Peter Stein

f4.4.A....."

Campus
The leader of Outspoken, a campus political group, filed a complaint
against a competing group, the Politi-

four-year,
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weapons

possession

sentence

Construction on the king -awaited

Koehn will be on probation for three

Student Union Recreation and Events
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Center is set to begin Sept. 28.
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for
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release.

attorney

cal Union, alleging the second group

His

court -ap-

said he will

not ap-

peal the sentence.
The SJSU Campus Democrats will meet from
12:30 to
2 pm, today in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Call
Roger Wert at 926-1401 for information.

taining mailing addresses from private
Work began last week on a new

student files for a recruitment drive.

wheelchair

The Student Health Service will sponsor a
sickle -cell
anemia information booth today on the second floor of
the
Student Union. Call Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for informa-
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By a 65-33 vote, the Senate con-
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The

Student

Health Service will hold a seminar
Anemia - A Misrepresentation of
Existing
Knowledge" tom 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the Student Union Umunhum Room. Call Oscar Battle at 277-2222
"Sickle -Cell

9

for information.
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Aggressive advertising

techniques.

Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for information.

The Theatre Arts Department will sponsor a free Tai
Chi class at 8:30 a.m. every Friday this semester in the department’s Studio Theatre. Call Allair at 277-2763 for in-

training class from 8 a.m. to noon tomorrow at 33 S. Ninth

formation.

St. Call Dan Ryder at 294-4249 for information.

Campus Crusade for Christ will

sponsor a leadership

School Daze

Wanda Folk
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to get your copy, 24 hr. FREE
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Good
ohs*. MOO bo New 5o1090-075
Call 7247608 ses. wands
’70 OPEL OT LEMON. $1000.00 Call
Robert .1 280-0100. drive awoy
’75 FIAT WAGON. runs well. WOO Call
358-7500
’71 1A2 411 SEDAN Runs good. Interior & @donor 0 9 condition.
$650 so Call 268-0922

COMPUTERS
prior. Instruction on the IBM PC
In Wordstar, wordsrfect. writing
e ssistont or proessiosi editor
South San Joe. hone Afternoon
cis... only 227.1990
..
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS. ..... .
Portsbles-OSBORISTRS-110
Over SOO Disk formats
a

disk

cassors-Mag

Word

Prot

Tapes

Prompt Service PU a Deasy
Creative
Date
Siesic.
(408)866-60030
IBM XT COMPATIBLE, 2569. 2 drives,
monitor. keyboard. MG P. 1696
disk. Mts,
keyb.rd, $1095 Dot

640K,

TOMB

hard

monitor,
matrix printer. S240 Lath* quality. 1295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St.. #2. corner or San
Salvador PC-COM 296-1606

FOR SALE

3166
FUTONS). Quality cotton products
Create your own living a sleeping
apse with our futons, pillows
and from. Custom Futon. k Pil
lows Plus. 302 El Pots Shopping
Corder et Saratoga & Godshall
Ave.).San Jo. 378-5816 10%
discount on Futons with thls ad
I SELL ONLY ONE model and site
(23") of bike, but you can own
new 12.spood for los than SS5
ROC Bicycle Solos oclera
cost transportation needs for the
30 day guarantee All
sloe find Coll Days 942-7736,
Eve@ 293-4790 Ask for Joe
student

THREE JAMES TAYLOR tickets at
Shoreline. Oct 14th, $1650 each
Cali Denise .1 291.7313
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Bor.
row thorn from cal Real Eatote,
Motivational. Solos a %sinsa
howeetudy courses Hundreds
to choose horn! Weil also se.pl
any sod cosies for crank toward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing Tie Seminar Library
S00)824-2222 I 132

CASHIER COMPUTERIZED OAS STA.
TION. 3-11prot, M-F doe. to .rnplia. $512 , Monarch Rentals,
1717 N. Id. St.
GREAT STUDENT JOBS. P sos $6$1045 3 Maw. Sun-Thur Call
2774208 M-F. 3-5pm SJSU annual fund holemarkfing
HOUSEKEEPER (PT) Help Stele Mu
dent clean horns Trans fur
50.105. 270-3360
339$
Mailed $5,111
JOBS( JOBS( JOBS( Ideal for stu
dents Join our morkefing sly"
Take now and renevel modals
orders by phone Mon Inn. Weds
& Sot & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 378-8060
WAITRESS
HELPER
KITCHEN
needed evenings Asses town
2875944
reattourant Cell
S

SJSU

LUNCH

SHIFT WAITRESS needed
MINATO Japanese anis Call
Mac at 998-9711

McDONALD’s NOW HIRING) Premium
pay, hours flexile* around school
schedule Two-five Sys. 10-35
interdews ME 3-4pryt
Content Mee or Lucy at 365-3096.
15476 Loa %tee Blvd
NEED LOVING, EXPERIENCED person to care for 4 no old baby
Port-thes flexible
pep. Call 294-0942

hours

greet

Full (401 earnings parr week equal
1370 No expense. le needed because of our Intense, on the job
twining program Good math and
reeding skills are
plus Some
evening and weekend positions
Sr. avalleble and some flovibility
is allowed during find exams in
addition. If you quality, corporate
scholarships aro awarded internships ar. possible, and you may
tern 2,3,4 credos por quarter or
asses During your reds,
spring and especially summer
breaks, full time work is evalleble
Call lode, for Information and an
interview or call Monday through
Friday Sateen 10 AM-2 PM (408)
2756845 if th, live Is busy,
peso be potent and try again
-An equal opportunity company
Pay is

$550 per hr Light martens..
clean up jobs Must have own
picktransportation, preferably
up. with good driving record
Call Jill at 379.2716
ROCK STARS: Lopacy la good onglnal rock’n’roll bond looking for a
singes Croaftve and talented Is a
Must No previous sop or SS,
et
225Call
Slay.
ended
5746Rick-285-6743

rromape

STUDENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE In
one/Mellon services Wilco Parttime during school year with pot@
ibility of full-time in sornirlaf Application & complete position an.
nouncemont avail... In Student
Union Activate* I Servidoe 01.
Sc., Old Cafeteria %Slid. to
apply is Friday. Sept 19 by 5 PM
TAP TEACHER needed to leech chit
dren’ class st Blossom Valley
etude Adv level only, 211.7172

(406)723-1131
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME W. aro looking for a few
outspoken people to tell all time
s good
yd. and a strong cadre to ski.
money Call Mrs Gram at 377
This

pooltion

requires

3800

Swim

more than 0 months & se 20-55
yrs del. pipe. call Palmed Coiled* of Chlroproctic- West at (408)
244-8607, .at. 401
DEAREST LORNA Card!! Thanks for
every thing you’ve don. I loved
your pink preests Todd
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with @Mows handicapped
man Pease coil Brian at 2915
2306
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHELLY BROOKS)
Pass on the I D, you’re fIsily
legal Loy, Tom, Jan.& Jill
HELLO SALLY. Here@ to snot.. fantastic soneste. together Good
luck with your studio, and move
beck hors

Who know., Love,

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION) Shabbal dinners. port’s.
Sunday brunches Stuns, Tuts
day Lunch and tsrn." tonsil
dancing, holiday celebrations
For Information coil MIS el 2940311
NATIONAL GAY.131 contact club 18
mon and women Confidental, low
roes Sand SASE to NGCC. P0
Box

28781.0.

San

Jose,

Ca

95159

gram No drugs, no exercise
100% guaranteed Call 1406) 245)503
PROFESSOR EXAM FILES Boded.
is required
for
Enginoding
courses In CE, EE, ME and Mat
Engr), FIT, Calculus, Chorniatry
and Physics !Solid. at Spartan
Bookstore 2 Roberta Book Store
STACY WHERE WERE YOU on MONO* 7,77 SfiTned, the guy you
stood up
TRAVEL ACROSS THE WORLD with
Sigma Alpha Mu et the Tourist
Party Fri. Sept tilt, at 9pro, 567
S OM St For more into call 2799397
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can.
Sunday-Lutheran 104$ sot,
Catholic 410 and 600 pm Peese
.11 Campus Ministry at 298-0204
Ion worship.esnslIng.progrerna
and

Nowt Guerenteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM.1PM or
plus
4 30PM-6 30PM. Mon Fri
Sat Call today (406) 963-1800
UTILITY PERSON clean & mointoln
PT, TS.
rental Slice fleet
campus
Close to
40 hr wk
55111 Monarch %nods, 1717 N
1st SI
FRIDAY MORNINGS making
call. from your home to local
banks to get intored raise (Five)

WORK

$S per hr Call (800)521-7112$

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING!! STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished,
cure and sale rooms. FREE allyties and hoselispIng servico
Reasonable rides-shoed or single svollable Walking defence to
San Jose Sete Office 72 N 5th

COZY COTTAGE 101 2. well to SJSU
2-0ar carport. $465 mo Ind Ss
5300 se dap 745-7488. 279

sority Spook 2764075
ROOMMATE WNTD FEMALE to shore
quiet 4br house In Campbell m
Pruneyord e21. See & leschor
ahr utli 377-1654

1 studsalt to
ROOMMATE PINTO
shore ergo duplex nr BloesOm
Oil 1525
1 2 uti. Call Ton. in

study

opportunities

Rey
Nara. Shlres,Fr Bob Leger,Sr
Joan Patella Rev Norb Fire
Saber

SERVICES

PERSONAL
BACKACHE" Fs altanantaion
cute.. port of a roseorch protect
ff you nava hod low bad pain tor

yek, audjts
NOIE MOM um FOR DUNN.
ritirse 0,CROPC NonCIS leer
SINE IN We 44411 1

rieC MONEv,

&dr Of TOrA1.4.7 14.014040
ON,
1.1811A67 Typt 1’10w6s1

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE. but I do!
These, diestetions. reports
Eight pogo minimum. six months
Se disk otos. On -11. wand
proossIng. ask for Joye at 2841029
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every Ilme Ex.
perionced, profasalonal word proceasing
papers,
those,
re
suss office overflow, maNings,
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed wort Only 10 min-

CHECK 1500155
ouT HESE

ute. from campus Words end
nano (Pewee) 523-7810

Isaac Newt

ABSOLUTELY.

ACCURATE,
AC
COUNTABLE for telephones Mot
toots typing
ts’ol
tops- try
Tony- 226-2017 SI SO per page
doubt. spaced All work guaranteed Trust Tony 296.20117
Thanks

Sheila Neal

ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing P.1 word procssing offers quality guarentotod
woe et compatitis rates F awn mad In thesis, term papas,

8t/T -RATS
YOUR NuN15L-F,
sPiKE!

CANCEL Act, VovR
Pt AN5
AND TAKE 11-iis
FIAPPENINb- ¢ALOUT ToN16+IT!
CALL_
00 S-P-I-K-E
_..--

yip,
816 BUCK$,
GORGEOUS BoO,
8A$E-u-LAR FACE
TYPE DUPE, YOU’RE
Lt/CKY
TODAY,

DID
SAY

) MOO

THA,T9

MORE

LIKE A
HoRAOK
ScOPE.

group project,, resumes. manuscripts A letters. Located in North
San Jo., only minute* from can,

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group protects welcome Spell check leery time, Ire*
0159 storage Dotabes.pabilily
Standard & micro cassette Ira
scrtption Ward proc. itng on
SAMNA
&
word
paned
Hrs ME, 11 30-5 30 Rossoe time now for your upcoming those, lissortatkm or menu.
sript. Chrystal 923-8481
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING

BARE 17 ALL" Stop shoving, waxing,
tweezing Let ma pennassly remove your unwanted heir (chin,
blidni tummy, moustache. beck.
shoo..., etc) 15% %counts to
studarnla and faculty Call Wert
Chriefinee. 1966 & pot your et
est at 1 2 price Unwanted heir
disappears with my care Gwen C
Choigron, R E Call 550-3500, for
appl
1645 S Bakst Ave IC
HAIR TOOAY GONE TOMORROW
BODY TECH COOP DE’VILLE Body I
point 10 yrs oxper Vats reasonable sleets Put vas bock in

E E’s IE sn

IS THAT DESIGN project

duo & you has no remoras tor
ideas or Sot to bold’ Se Electronics is committed to offering
low cod els-ironic (component)
& computer information sods tor
th student Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-4780 ask for Jo*
IMMIGRATON ATTORNEY Mil eon.

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust

1 RATE BIG 1.10ES
P/72,4 COMMERIALS

HOAIDN FRJENDs,
I’M $16 MOE! IF VW
WANT GREAT PU2.4,
COME ON OVEe

Specializing In reaumes, term stperetranscription
No job too
small( Student discount. Nom
SJSU Teacher@ welcome! Office
Alterneliss. 294-2974
A WAY VOTH WORDS prompt, accurate. literoto. B A In history Wang
Word Procasing, spoiling offs.
corroded Long manusrlpts wetcome Wit pick up, deliver Also
!soled* critical nailing. sotslance In rewriting Den O’Rear,

Classified

978-0277
B ARBE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
job will process Expert...el In
thanes. manuscripts, papers. reSums*
profeesionel
hick -up
work Reeeonoble rotes Located
convonently Call Bar. at 0264370
B ECK

SECRETARIAL

Student

pas

per., resumes, buds. typing
needs, word dooming Willow
Glen anlia Call Hs .1 267.1234
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast, attune typing ond
word processing evadable ass
day. a week Limited pickup &
delivery 365-1012
CALL

LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Reports,
word
peocessIng
theses dlasertatkoa. group detects, newts Guaranis’ quick
return Pot pope and hourly rates
TronsratIon satiable Almaden
Branham Sr.. Free disk Morose
Prof Steno Typing SM. 1408)
2644504

EOM%) WORD

PROCESSING, 2869448 Ernphsels on cored punc
!oaten. sentence atructurs, and
formatting (Turobten, APA, NC)
Former EngPsh major, flighty de.
pendeble Willow Glen Arr. easy
to locate
Call Mr.
Morton

,Warste) from 13AM-IPM 51 26694411
ENTERPRISE

WORD

PROCESSING

Term peters. research papers
thew & dissertatkos (Carstoell.
Turoblen. APA 3rd IS J. screen

FREE

ploys, resume. cover & follows
tellers. renusripts (books am

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed teat? LS me heal Tom pa
ports Iodate, reports, these, re
tad and @Potsmarch papers

cep. short dorsi. transriptIon
Fee SPEL-CHEIS minor edft (II
reempated), prod. disc Swags
Studondsulty dIsdouno. Gulch
turnaround 2411-0I2S
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Tenn
papers, theses, ramose diner.
WOO.. Mc for students and ts
ufty We also do es transcription ond bookkeeping Fr. Ss
doer Cull 245.1718
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
Posoneloclei buoinass,
processing soda Tenn spau.
reports, reaps* cos, lefts
Moos, dIsertations. manuais
All ocodonlic formats
APA
Spelling,

grander

punctuotIon

esistance All work puorenteed
Prof...end conftdontial and Spendable *ord. et AFFORDABLE RATES. Fro* dile !doss

*Iasi word processing

Porn 247-2681 (Ssta Clara). Ste
SJSU Fa11116 Directory of MSS
Ion eeklitiond coupon sylnps
4 -PAGER
&

fronds

dam/SI

papers
thee.. mourns Speciallat in
technical
admit%
prose
Sr 75-$3 page Call Vicki at 281-

w every 4 papers.
spelling Ind dad

52 pg Margaret. 492.7008

FREE

3058 IBM ars
QUALM TYPING SERVICE for all
your lydrs needs Student rats
rorsing from III lo 111 75 pa pope
OW. turnaround INS atorege
CO. 30 Sys Cad SW 546-49417
MY fog Amanda or Nov. mouse
on @shine

grammar

Nailing sedate.* Resonable
rotas Cali Nerd. at 2944347
(workless seas.) or 926-1274
baton 10 pm
PROCESS IT WRITE!! Faculty and shr
dents can rery on occur.*
timely production of rosserfors,
sports, rellairnatal, publication*,

RESUMES
COVERLETTE RS
and
business correepondmee Ames
lance +nth yocatolery, omen.
structure. and form It resealed

Cal 2611-9448
RESUME & TYPING

consponcenos,
monuscrlds,
etc Will aid In gramma@ sporting-

We se SMXT
COMPUTER, Word SS and letter
cloudy printer Reese SS up
Typing Si 50.pp, double apse

punctuate!, For Wand. 7 cloy
less meows for
(408) 275-6253

One dock from campus PCCOO, 404 $ 3rd SI . #2, comer of
San Shad*, PC -COO. 29S- 1908.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term paper..
theses, etc Accurate. prompt.
52 25dbi Niece pm page Sara-

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFES
SIONAL typing II Seas. eery-

respon..
Peen%

les Fed. storable. & near unl.
snit, Call (408) 292-4047

toga am... call Joan .1741-5111110
PUT YOUR WORDS In MS beet per.
Experienced profiosspoctIve

suit with SJSU student tor 30 minutes FREE Precti. limited to all
aspects of immigration and not.

THESES - REPORT PAPERS Wort
processing w exins attention to

detail 52 pg for studonts $3 pg
for protesalosla Results 110
Savo your work on the IBM PC tor
Ill., us Glens., punctuation.
& spelling checked printed - in
publications gooey
Eric-aeon
Word Procseing 377-6293
TYPING DONE REASONABLE rate.
Call PSI et 246-5633
TYPING SERVICE tor students and In.
Sudo,. Dependable ’Sable
accuse work Reasonable rotes
St SO pg Asa.... 10 pg.
and on., will be acceded only
Cell (4081 736-1676 Sunnyvale
area Long range assignments
can be submitted by mall or your
ernes.
WORD PROCESSING RESUMES. the
Ms end term papaws Reasonable
rata. Quality savice oble to do
bold taco and right margin justlIS
cation Call 250-9446 Not far from
SJSU
ZEE’. TYPING end Secretarial SAM,
ION: Fest accurate work available/ seven days a weak LOCalad
Teresa
In the Blossom
arm Limited pickup and delly.
ery Call 365-1012
MI%

Print Your Ad Here

relization law
OM. located
within 10 minutes from campus
Cat Robert Ng al (406) 2894400
In, an appointment,

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each )me)

Ad Rates
Minimum

three lines on one day
,11111.11111111111111111111I11I1I

LEARN

TO

FLY) Flight Instruction
available et compatible rots
Brian Schd, certified flight in.

structor (406)277.6156
PERMANENT

tor

HAIR REMOVAL
men and woos Special rat, with

fsulty or student I D Private
confidante! Steadies. evening@
Saturday Sunnyval. Electroly.
ale Omer, Koll Oddness Perk st
Hwy 101 AN Foirook Ave (406)

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35
4 (,Ins $4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
1 Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$635
$715
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five

Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
Si 05
$1 20
$1 35

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for wilt.
ors, scholars and public decide
Speclatlizing In historical, politi-

writ. CI. 0, 60351 Melds Limo.
Columbia, MO 21045

1111111111111111111

11111)11111111111111111111111111)

11111112.1111111111111111111111111

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Fncloqed s $
ICircle a Classification
I
Announcements
I

RUNNERS, ATHLETES)! Deep Hose
muscle work tor on estre coned ’the edge and Increased effi-

1111111)1111

Phone 277-3175

oral (401) 264-3098. 269-11025

cal. biographical topic. Student
discounts available For free info,

11

Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted

_Day,

I

Personals

Housing

Services

For Sale
Typing

Lost 8. Found
Computers

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Classified Desk Located Outside DBH208
Hours. 910 A Al to3.30P M
Deadline- Two days prior to publication

ciency Call Richard al 2724.348

San Jose State University

Consecutive publication dates only

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your Ise. eyes
and moos too For Information
and brochure *es A S Ofno6 or

San Jose, California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads

STUDENT

1

Print Name

Semester Rates (AU Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00 10-14 Lines $63 00
5 Plus Lines $80 00

PRESTO CLEANING & SERVICES
Knott.., Mc.. carpets & gen.

972-11744 der gpro
SJSU. 2 helm, 2 be. carport. sour.
7/0 5 11th St From 1400 mo,
c loon. cited living 279-5076

T/cif

call 14011) 371-6/11

734-3115

8112
FOR RENT Walk to SJSU 2 bdrrn api
$200
offistreall pkg $454-rno

opTIN Au.

pus Call P J *I 923-2309

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new Morbid weight control pro-

your car( Call Scott at 356-4266

SALES-port tate Sell
subseriptiss to the Reedy.

TELEPHONE

$275

w *mows nut5’

Sol

PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELM National
flow
preparing
tor
Christmas work and smellier
brook work If @copped you will
aim 59.25 starting) Pan time (20)
earning. per sok equal 2165

ST. 096.0234.

HELP WANTED

NEEDED,

FOR PART TIME work?
Togo’s at 900 N First St la hiring
for dey time sedans Mess cell
267-4570 or inquire within

TEACHERS & AIDES tor prselool
10 01 d..6 ECE unite peered

BEER DISPENSER2 taps. stores 2
full -aired kegs Include. all ac
combs% Cell BJB evs 258-

LWEGUARD

LOOKING

PARTTIME FLEXIBLE hours

COMPUTER EASE Consultor time or

51400

Club Must has current coot Hr.ME, 4 -Spot Call Wry 51 770-4330

90

Caf-TMED
Olympians talk stress
with high-school athletes
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Burke’s belief in dedication as an important aspect of growing up, including Ogilvie, one of the nation’s leading authorities on sports psychology.
"There is no question you can add tremendous dimension to your personality (by participating in athletics),"
Ogilvie said. "Just prepare yourself to live outside athletics."
The film focused on athletes who are bound toward a
larger glory than scoring the winning touchdown in Pop
Warner football playoffs. Children, ages 10 to 16, who deal
with enormous pressure from parents and themselves, surprised even those athletes who had been to the Olympics.
Most of the high school athletes at the screening said
parentid pressure was not one of their major reasons forunlike one of the subjects in the docuplaying football
mentary, Todd Marinovich.
Marinovich comes from a long line of football champions. He has been trained since birth to be "the best quarterback maybe to ever play the game," his father said in the
film.
His father, once a professional defensive player, has
spent money on passing coaches, running coaches and computerized equipment to make his son the ideal quarterback.
The younger Marinovich is still in high school, but has been
in training as long as he could remember.
Members of the football team stared at the screen with
amazement as they watched one of their peers explain the
pressure he feels to perform from himself and his father.
It may not be as grand as portrayed in the film. but
members of the team also expressed the need to perform
well.
"It matters, you know, making first or second string.
You have to prove yourself and show the coaches you can
do it." said Jason Wallace, a sophomore at Independence
High.
Most of the members of the team said they didn’t think
the pressure was as great for them as it was for those in the
documentary. Even members of the panel said they were

amazed at the dedication of the young athletes.
"They are crazy," said Wilkins, 1984 silver medalist
in the discus throw. "Frankly, I’m surprised. It would have
never occurred to me (to feel that pressure) when I was that
age. I always felt a little guilty I was having so much fun."
Wilkins added he was lucky to have such an understanding father, as opposed to the parents in the documentary, who described themselves as "drivin’ " behind
their childrens’ career goals.
"My father gave me support not to play football."
Wilkins said.
One of the main problems coaches come across is the
interfering parent, Tutko said.
"It always comes up," Tutko said. "How do I keep
the parents to remain outside so it’s the kid’s world?"
Tutko also stressed the difficulty in having a child who
is talented, in addition to one who may not be as athletically
proficient.
"The most glaring thing (to deal with) is when your
kid is talented," Tutko said. "Rarely do (most parents) get
an opportunity to be proud. It’s hard to be proud of a kid
who is on third string. Most parents are frustrated. ’I want
my kid to do something if the kid does well. I am a good
parent.’ "
Burke strongly disagreed with Tutko’s statement.
"I can’t believe what you just said," he retorted. "I
deal with a lot of kids. And if a kid who may have been sitting on the bench all season, gets up and puts his face in
some guy’s numbers, then his parents are going lobe proud.
"If all you ever become is third string and you show
courage, your parents will be proud," Burke said.
One of the high school athletes at the discussion has
only been in the United States for three years and seemed to
have a good grasp of the situation.
Winston Chiang, sophomore linebacker for Independence High from Taiwan said, "I like playing football for
fun. They (his parents) want me to do what I like to do and
to do my best."

Students get employment tips
at 14th annual job exposition
By Gene Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
Posters, stickpins, key chains,
ball-point pens and magnetic address
books served as eye-catching promotions to students and faculty at
the 14th annual Career Exploration
Days held in the Student Union Ballroom.
But the main attraction for students at the career fair, held
Wednesday and yesterday, was the
129 employers representing business, industry, government, education and community services.
"(Employers) will talk to you.
They’re looking for a specific type
of people (prospective employees),
but they still talk to you," said Andrew Middleton, a Chinese studies
graduate student.
"There’s no pressure to interface. 1 feel I can ask anything I
want," said Sharon Armstrong-Hill,
a multiple teaching credential graduate.
Employers were on hand to
offer advice and information about
the criteria needed to become more
marketable in the work force.
"I got a lot of ideas about

Directors must have a good
knowledge of student affairs at SJSU
in order to make informed decisions,
according to the A.S. constitution.
Specific duties of the director of
communications include official representation of the A.S. to the media
and preparation of advertising concerning the board’s activities.
Although the A.S. received several applications for the position over

the summer, the board didn’t appoint a
nev, director, she added.
"We couldn’t fill the position this
summer because it wouldn’t have been
fair to the majority of students, ’ Johnson said.
Applicants for business affairs director should have a sound business
background with experience on a budget committee, Boothe said.

Jerry Brody,
director of Career Planning
and Placement Center
(NASA) on what kind of openings I
could apply for," said Rahmon
Momoh, an economics senior.
More than 80 company representatives were at the career fair
Wednesday, and many other organizations including AT&T, the FBI.
California Air Resources Board and
San Francisco General Hospital
were represented at the fair yesterday.
on
attending
Employers
Wednesday included General Electric Co., Caltrans, the Internal Revenue Service. McDonnell Douglas

Corp., Pacific Bell, Mony Financial
Services, Hewlett-Packard Co. and
Newark Electronics, with some
groups scheduled for both days.
Many SJSU students served as
spokesmen for some of the organizations.
Inez Azcong, an SJSU graduate
in finance, represented the General
Accounting Office, a non-partisan
agency that assists Congress in auditing and evaluating federal funding
and grant programs.
Azcong, who grafluated last
December. said she received her job
while attending last year’s career exploration expo.
SJSU nianagernent and urban
planning graduate Tim Denike spoke
for Chrome Copy, a color-print
company in Santa Clara that reproduces photographs in different sizes.
Every year students get jobs as
a direct result of the career fair, but
the fair is mainly an informational
event, said Jerry Brody, director of
the Career Planning and Placement
Center.
An estimated 4,500 to 5,000
people attended the fair. Brody said.

Under-18 ruling may make
concert an uncrowded affair

CONCERT, from page I
"If we’re getting high school’
aged kids here, that’s the university’s
future," Yohn said. "We will be
bringing them to the university only to
turn them away. It’s negative (public
relations) for the university and the
the business affairs director heads the station."
budget committee. Boothe said.
Yohn said the station has been
"If you think budgets are boring, publicizing the concert as an "all ages
this is not the position you would welcome" show for the past three
warit," he added.
weeks. KSJS and the bands have spent
about $10,000 promoting the concert

A.S. trying to fill director positions
PERSONNEL, from page 1

’Every year students
get jobs as a direct
result of the career
fair, but the fair is
mainly an
informational event.’

on the air, on flyers and posters, he he said.
Bob Haskitt. a member of the
said.
Yohn said he was unsure why the band Heroric Airmen and SJSU student,
said he was surprised at the age
stipulation was handed down.
"Maybe they are worried about restriction.
"It wasn’t stated in the contract
possible violence at the concert, but I
we signed. Any one can go to the
don’t see that happening at all.
Wednesday night movies (also sponHe added the bands scheduled for sored by the program board)." he
the show are also upset because of the said.
restrictions.
Yohn said that profits from the
"These are all local and young show will be divided three ways, beat
high
school
bands. They play
tween the program board, KSJS and
dances and (teenagers) are their fans." the bands.

Candidates should also have experience with group dynamics because

CSSA seeks eight volunteers
CSSA, from page I
He said credit through individual
departments is suggested, "Because it
is such a time commitment, (students)
are expected to justify the time
spent . . and writing a paper relative
to the issues deserves credit."

weekend, Wright said.
Training for positions is provided
by professionals in the labor-relations
field and travel expenses are paid by
the state. Meetings usually take place
in Long Beach at the chancellor’s office, Gunter said.

The board usually meets four
days a month, beginning on Thursdays
and lasting through the following

Applications for positions are
available at the A.S. office and must
be postmarked by Oct. 31. 1986

NEED EXTRA MONEY"
NASA Ames Research Ctr., Moffett Field, CA
is currently recruiting students between the
ages of 18 and 50 to participate in short paid
volunteer studies. For further information
please call:
THE BIONETICS CORPORATION
’415)969-7235
’415)694-5118
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Your basic
problem*.
Physics
Genetics
Statistics
Calculus
Complex Numbers
Analytical Geometry
Stress Analysis
Organic Chemistry
Probability
Gaussian Transformations
Differential Equations
Titrations
Electnamagnetics
Thermodynamics
Fluid Mechanics
Etc., etc., etc....

Your BASIC
solution:
"1110161,111411 SOINIMOV-4,-",IMArefbr.an,
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Introducing BASICALC: The new
Texas Instruments programmable calculator.
Now there’s a programmable scientific calculator that solves even the
most complex math, engineering
and science problems in a BASIC
way. The 11-74 BASICALC.
Unlike most other programmable
calculators that require you to learn.
a new, complicated system of keystroke commands- in effect, a new
programming language -the 1I-74
BASICALC allows you to use the
BASIC language programming you
already know.
But don’t let the BAS1CALC’s
ease of operation fix4 you. It also

For more information, contact
Captain Sullivan or First Lieutenant Bowids at
(415) 273-6126

has more calculating power than
comparably-priced prograrrunables.
Your basic specs:
Operates as a calculator or
BASIC computer
8K RAM expandable to 16K
RAM
70 built-in scientific functions
Optional software cartridges
for mathematics and statistics
Optional PASCAL language
cartridge
Optional printer and caxsette
interface

1211

WV 4"4

And a variety of options, like software cartridges, are available that
make -it even more powerful and
convenient.
Stop by and see the 11-74
BASICALC for yourself. In basic
terms, what it really offeib you is
a bargain.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

*

